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Abstract—To detect root causes of failures in large-scale
networks, we need to extract contextual information from opera-
tional data automatically. Correlation-based methods are widely
used for this purpose, but they have a problem of spurious
correlation, which buries truly important information. In this
work, we propose a method for extracting contextual information
in network logs by combining a graph-based causal inference
algorithm and a pruning method based on domain knowledge
(i.e., network protocols and topologies). Applying the proposed
method to a set of log data collected from a nation-wide R&E
network, we demonstrate that the pruning method reduced
processing time by 74% compared with a single-handed causal
analysis method, and it detected more useful information for
troubleshooting compared with an existing area-based method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Leveraging operational data is a fundamental requirement
for continuous and stable maintenance of large-scale networks.
The system log is one of the most effective data sources for
network operations, as the detailed log messages provide a
better understanding of system failures and their causes [1].
However, the amount of system logs obtained from large-scale
networks is too large for manual use [2]. We need automated
analysis methods for analyzing such large-scale logs.

To analyze system logs automatically, various approaches
have been proposed including anomaly detection, fault local-
ization, and root cause analysis. Among them, root cause anal-
ysis is especially challenging, because it requires contextual
information (i.e., relations, dependencies, and backgrounds) on
network behavior. The system log is an effective information
source for this purpose, as it provides time-series relationships
and descriptive explanations. However, it is not easy to extract
these from system logs with automated analysis as logs are
large-scale, unstructured, and varied among different vendors
and services [2].

Causal inference [3] is a popular approach to extracting
contextual information in automated analysis. It removes
spurious correlations from the results, leading operators to
focus on truly important information. However, causal analysis
requires a large amount of processing time, which delays
system restoration and recovery. We need efficient analysis
methods with causal inference to create assistive technology
that can be practically used when operating networks.

One effective and natural approach for efficient analysis is
to leverage domain knowledge on a target network. In manual
operation, network operators empirically select valuable infor-

mation from miscellaneous data sources on the basis of their
domain knowledge. For example, when two devices are not
connected and independent in terms of network functions and
services, network operators assign low priority of investigation
to the relation between the devices. This kind of information
selection is not always reliable, but it is effective for improving
the efficiency of troubleshooting. This idea also helps us
avoid accidentally misunderstanding co-occurring events as
dependent when using statistical methods. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no thorough discussion on
how to handle prior domain knowledge with automated causal
inference algorithms.

In this paper, we propose an approach for improving the
causal analysis of network logs. We especially focus on the ba-
sic current Internet architecture: layered protocols and network
topology. Network functions are separated into multiple layers
to implement them independently. In this layered model, net-
work connections always take place among network functions
belonging to a common network layer. Therefore, the network
protocol layers respectively form different network topologies.
These facts have been used for manual troubleshooting by
network operators. To leverage the architecture in automated
causal analysis, we classify log messages into functional
layers and constrain their relation candidates with the device
connectivity obtained from the layered network topology.

We implement a novel method that combines a causal infer-
ence algorithm, the PC algorithm [4], and the network domain
knowledge. We prune causal edge candidates in the initial
graph of the PC algorithm on the basis of domain knowledge.
We apply this method to 15 months of syslog messages, which
is 34 million messages in total, collected from a nation-wide
network for research and education (R&E) in Japan [5]. Our
implementation successfully decreased the processing time for
causal analysis by 74% compared with singlehanded causal
analysis method, which corresponds to 16% reduction of
the processing time compared with an existing method. It
also improved the reliability of the obtained causality by
removing false causal edges. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of the obtained causality in practical troubleshooting through
comparison with trouble ticket data. The code used in the
experiments has been made publicly available [6].

The contribution of this paper is twofold. (1) We propose an
approach to handling domain knowledge (§ III) in the causal
inference algorithm (§ II), and, (2) with real network data
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(§ IV), we confirm that domain knowledge improves causal
analysis in terms of processing time and reliability (§ V, § VI).

II. CAUSAL INFERENCE

Causal inference is used for removing spurious correlations
from confounders. In this section, we will explain the basic
idea of causal inference, and an existing approach to analyzing
log data on the basis of causal inference.

A. Conditional independence and PC algorithm

Causal inference consists of two key ideas to estimate causal
relations: removing spurious correlations and determining di-
rections of causal edges. Conditional independence is an idea
used mainly for removing spurious correlations.

We first introduce the concept of conditional independence.
Suppose two correlated events A and B. They can be inde-
pendent if the correlation is spurious via covariates C. A and
B are conditionally independent C if

P (A,B | C) = P (A | C)P (B | C), (1)

where the events A and B are independent as long as C
appears (C can represent multiple events). This means that
a correlation between A and B disappears when considering
their related event C. Therefore, conditional independence
helps in determining causality by finding spurious correlations.

The PC algorithm [4], [7] is a graph-based method for
reconstructing causal relations among nodes with conditional
independence. It assumes a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of
events corresponding to the causality of events. This algorithm
works in two steps: skeleton graph estimation (i.e., removing
spurious correlations) and DAG structure estimation (i.e.,
determining directions of causal edges).

1) Skeleton graph estimation: A skeleton graph is an undi-
rected graph representing causal node pairs, and it is estimated
by removing edges that form conditional independence.

We start with a complete graph of all nodes as an initial
state. The PC algorithm searches for conditional independence
candidates while increasing the number of covariate nodes
by one staring from zero, where a conditional independence
candidate is an edge with connected covariate nodes. The
idependency of all candidates is tested with a conditional
independence test. If an edge is considered to be conditionally
independent, it is removed from the graph. Repeating the
search and removal, the PC algorithm generates a skeleton
graph without conditional independence.

The PC algorithm can use any of the conditional indepen-
dence tests. The G square test and Fisher-Z test are used in
practice [8]. We use the G square test, which is reasonable for
analyzing sparse time-series data like system logs [9].

2) DAG structure estimation: Edge directions in the skele-
ton graph are determined by two ideas: V-structure and the
orientation rule [10].

The V-structure is a subgraph that can be directed with
conditional independence. Assume three event nodes U , V ,
W are connected via V like U − V −W , and U −W are
not connected directly. If V is not contained in a separation

set, that is, a set of covariate nodes that make U and W
conditionally independent, then U → V ← W is concluded.
This rule enables the PC algorithm to the determine a part of
directions in a skeleton graph.

The orientation rule is a set of rules derived from the nature
of DAG; it has no loops. If a graph is partially directed, these
rules can determine the residuary part of the directions.

The PC algorithm determines the structure of causal DAG
with these two ideas. However, it does not always determine all
directions in a graph. If an edge cannot be directed with the V-
structure and orientation rule, the edge is left as a bidirectional
edge. Bidirectional edges can be caused for a variety of
reasons, like unobserved confounders and insufficient data.

B. Log causal analysis

We previously proposed a series of methods for analyzing
causal relations among events in log data [9].

To analyze log data statistically, we first need to classify log
messages on the basis of their meanings. For that purpose,
we generate log templates from raw log messages. A log
template is the output format of a log message. If we know
which words in log messages are variables, we can generate
log templates by replacing the variable words with wildcards.
There are many approaches to generating log templates from
raw log messages automatically [11], [12], [13], [14]. We use
an automated log template generation method [14] based on
supervised learning before making manual corrections. Log
templates enable us to classify log messages into log events,
where a log event corresponds to a series of log messages
belonging to one log template and output from one host
device. Hence, a log event is considered as time-series data
corresponding to the appearance of a specific system event.

Next, we need preprocessing for log time-series to make
the causal analysis accurate. Causal analysis including the
PC algorithm has a problem in that false detection occurs
many times for a periodic or constant time-series. This is
because a pair of time series with a similar trend forms a
false correlation. The false correlation cannot be removed with
causal inference because it is not a spurious correlation caused
by confounding. Therefore, we need to remove periodic or
constant components from input time-series data for the PC
algorithm. We remove the components with a method based
on Fourier analysis and linear regression [9]. In addition, the
input data for the PC algorithm needs to be binary because
the G-square test only accepts binary or multivalued data. We
used the binary data of event appearance for every time-series
bins (60 seconds) as the PC algorithm input.

Finally, we can perform a causal analysis with the PC
algorithm. The output DAG shows the causal relations among
all events in input data. We make a DAG for every one days’
worth of data to focus on temporal causality.

C. Processing time of PC algorithm

The PC algorithm takes the majority of processing time
for estimating the skeleton graph, because it repeatedly tests
conditional independence for every combinations of nodes.
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The processing time depends on the square of the number of
input nodes (i.e., linear to the number of input edge candidates)
in the best case, when the causal structure is sparse enough that
there are no conditional independence candidates with one or
more covariant node. If there are any conditional independence
candidates, the processing time increases greatly. In the worst
case, a combinatorial explosion of conditional independence
candidates causes an extreme increase in processing time. The
processing time is extremely large if a DAG is close to the
complete graph [9].

An effective way to decrease the processing time of skeleton
graph estimation is to decrease the number of conditional
independence tests. Decreasing the number of input nodes for
the PC algorithm and using appropriate conditional indepen-
dence tests for data distribution are effective for decreasing the
processing time [9]. We describe an approach for reducing the
number of conditional independence tests in § III.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

We propose a causal analysis method that uses the domain
knowledge of a target network. Figure 1 shows its abstracted
workflow, which basically follows the log causal analysis
method introduced in § II-B.

In the proposed method, we perform pruning on the basis
of domain knowledge on the network protocols and topolo-
gies. For efficient causal analysis, we need to decrease the
number of edge candidates for conditional independence tests
as mentioned in § II-C. We prune edge candidates that are
considered as not being related on the basis of the domain
knowledge prior to conditional independence tests.

A. PC algorithm with domain knowledge

To use the domain knowledge for a target network in
causal analysis, we pay attention to the initial state of the
PC algorithm. As mentioned in § II-A, the PC algorithm uses
a complete graph of all input nodes as an initial state for
skeleton estimation. In contrast, we prune edges in the initial
graph that should not be causal edges according to our domain
knowledge (pruning strategy is shown in § III-B).

There are some issues to be aware of regarding the PC
algorithm with pruned initial graphs. Pruning an initial graph
causes the three following differences in the PC algorithm:

(1) a pruned edge will not be a causal edge, (2) a pruned
edge will not cause other edges to become conditionally
independent, and (3) a pruned edge will not form separation
sets used in the V-structure rule for direction determination.
These issues do not contradict the theory of causal inference.
Issue (1) self-evidently follows our intuition. Issue (2) is
reasonable because a non-causal edge cannot cause other edges
to become confounded. In other words, if pruning a non-
causal edge changes other edges in the skeleton estimation
results, the changes are relevant to causal inference. Issue (3)
is also reasonable because separation sets assume conditional
independence formed by causal edges. Issue (3) suggests that
we cannot determine some edge directions near pruned edges,
but this is interpreted as reducing the possibility of wrong
V-structure application. Therefore, the PC algorithm with
appropriate pruning of the initial graph does not cause failed
estimation and can improve the accuracy of DAG estimation.

B. Pruning strategy

We describe the method of pruning the initial graph fol-
lowing two pieces of information on a monitored network as
domain knowledge: network topology and network functions.
To handle the information, we consider using three network
layers: L3, L2, and others. Standard networks are constructed
with network devices: layer-3 routers and layer-2 switches.
Basically, layer-3 routers provide both L3 and L2 functions,
but layer-2 switches only provide L2 functions. This causes L3
functions and L2 functions to construct different topologies.
Here, a causal relation intuitively follows the connectivity of
devices on a network topology. For example, if two BGP (as
a Layer-3 function) events are correlated but the devices that
emitted the events are not connected on the L3 topology, the
two events do not have direct causality in our intuition.

However, we also need to consider unobserved events in
system logs. Logging functions usually do not record logs
for all functional events in network devices because logging
functions are originally designed for human operators. Un-
observed events can bridge the causal relations between two
events that are independent in our intuition. Therefore, if we
prune edges with rules that are too strict, we fail to catch
bridged causality with unobserved events. Bridged causality
is also important for network troubleshooting, because it can
indicate the propagation of unexpected trouble.

We heuristically introduce the following two pruning crite-
ria.

1) Causal edges potentially exist in an identical device, or
between the events of a common functional layer and
appeared in directly connected devices on the layer.

2) Causal edges estimated with the PC algorithm can be
bridged with one unobserved event.

These two criteria are applied as shown in Figure 2. In
examples (A) and (B), two events are in the same functional
layer, and they appear in connected devices on the layer. The
edge between these events is not pruned under rule (1). In
examples (C) and (D), the two events are in different layers,
so they do not have direct causality according to rule (1).
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However, these events can be bridged with one unobserved
event. Here, the edge between these events is not pruned
according to rules (1) and (2). In examples (E) and (F), the
two events are in different layers, and they need multiple
unobserved events to be bridged. The edge between these
events cannot be explained with rules (1) and (2), so we prune
the edge in the initial graph for the PC algorithm.

Under these criteria, an end node pair needs a cross-device
edge (the horizontal edge in Figure 2) in a connected layer
[rule (1)]. Also, there are at most two edges mediated by one
unobserved event between the end nodes [rule (2)], which
means at least one end node is adjacent to the cross-device
edge. A cross-device edge can only exist on a connected
functional layer [rule (1)], so the event corresponding to the
adjacent node also needs to be on the layer. Therefore, an
edge violates these criteria when neither of the end nodes of
an edge connect the devices with their respective functional
layer.

We explain the pruning algorithm on the basis of this idea.
The algorithm requires two pieces of input data. One is a
complete graph of all events, where the events are labeled
with their functional layers. The other is a layered network
topology, which is provided as lists of connected device pairs
for each layer. An edge is pruned when the following two
conditions are met: the end events are emitted by different
devices, and the devices are unconnected in both functional
layers of the two end events according to the lists. By repeating
this for all edge candidates in the complete graph, we generate
an initial graph for the PC algorithm.

IV. DATASET

In this paper, we evaluate our causal analysis method with
a set of backbone network logs obtained from SINET4 [5].
SINET4 is a nation-wide R&E network, connecting over 800
organizations in Japan. The network consists of 8 core routers
and over 100 Layer-2 switches provided by multiple vendors.
All syslog messages are stored in a centralized database, which
means that some messages can be lost due to link failures.
Each log message contains header information such as a
timestamp and source device name (or IP address) in addition
to free-format message based on the syslog protocol. We use
timestamps for generating time-series data, and source device
names for classifying messages into events. The free-format

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF LOG MESSAGES AND TEMPLATES

Type #messages #preprocessed #templates
System 27,705,933 7,917,677 (29%) 543

Network 1,252,779 280,331 (22%) 152
Interface 238,844 232,283 (97%) 189
Service 213,853 22,126 (10%) 35
Mgmt 5,098,112 374,882 ( 7%) 580

Monitor 157,966 67,547 (43%) 86
VPN 29,593 26,888 (91%) 123

Rt-EGP 21,539 19,543 (91%) 66
Rt-IGP 4,166 3,881 (93%) 15
Total 34,722,785 8,945,158 (26%) 1,789

TABLE II
FUNCTIONAL MAP OF LOG EVENTS

Layer Type Meanings

L3
Rt-EGP AS-level routing functions like BGP
Rt-IGP Interior routing functions like OSPF
VPN Network functions related to VPN services like MPLS

L2 Network Functions related to network protocols
(except L3 functions)

Interface Events managing network interface status

Others

System Functions within identical device

Service Network services that communicate
with other devices like NTP

Mgmt Functions for management by human operators
Monitor Activities for measuring system status and behaviors

part of log messages is also used for classifying messages into
events by generating log templates as shown in § II-B.

We analyzed 455 days of consecutive logs composed of
35M log messages collected over 2012 to 2013. We generated
a DAG for each one-day-long log, which means we obtained
455 causal DAGs from all of the data.

In addition, we used a set of trouble tickets issued by
SINET4 operators. We had 227 tickets from 365 days over
2012 to 2013, and 205 of the tickets were used for our analysis
because the others did not have any corresponding log mes-
sages. Ticket data consists of a date and a summary of trouble.
The tickets are considered to indicate large network problems
affecting service quality. We manually made a database of log
messages corresponding to the tickets. We used this database
for evaluating the detection capability of the PC algorithm with
our proposed method (shown in § V-D).

A. Classification of network logs

We manually labeled event types for all generated log
templates in order to determine their functional layers. The



event types classified log templates as shown in Table I.
Basically, we classified log templates into six groups on the
basis of their functional role: System, Network, Interface,
Service, Management, and Monitor. In addition, we used labels
for three individual event types for core network services in
SINET4 (not duplicates of former six groups): VPN, Rt-EGP,
and Rt-IGP. Detailed explanation is given in Table II.

In Table I, “#messages” shows the number of raw log
messages, “#preprocessed” represents the sum of time series
for PC algorithm input (decreased with preprocessing of peri-
odicity and regularity, explained in § II-B), and “#templates”
shows the number of corresponding log templates. 1,789 log
templates were found in the 35M log messages. The prepro-
cessing removed a large part of Management events, which
included daily events caused by automated remote access. In
contrast, the major part of events labeled as Interface and
individual network protocols remained after preprocessing.

B. Domain knowledge definition

SINET4 follows a standard network structure as mentioned
in § III-B [15], so we used a multi-layered pruning method
with three layer groups: L3, L2, and others. We classified event
types into these three layer groups as shown in Table II. The
L3 group consisted of routing events and VPN events (VPN
is not strictly Layer-3 function, but its events follow layer-3
connectivity in our experience). The L2 group consisted of
other network events and interface events. The others group
represented events that were contained within a device or did
not follow the logical network topology (like Monitor).

We also made L3 and L2 network topologies for SINET4
that describes the connectivity of devices. The L3 network
forms a full mesh structure of core routers, with branches
for some border routers. The L2 network forms a tree-like
structure with a core router as a root node and L2 switches
as branches or end nodes. Note that all L3 connections were
also included in the L2 network topology in SINET4.

We pruned the initial graph of the PC algorithm by using
the strategy in § III-B with the knowledge on these layered
network topologies and layered event classifications.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency (i.e., processing
time) and effectiveness (i.e., quality of edges) of our proposed
method. We find that our proposed method is more efficient
than an area-based existing method especially on the days
without anomalous system behaviors (§ V-B). Next, we point
out that our method overcomes a problem with existing
methods (i.e., missing area borders) (§ V-C). Moreover, we
demonstrate that our proposed method successfully detects
cross-device causal edges related to large network failures
through comparison with trouble ticket data (§ V-D).

A. Compared methods and experiment environment

To evaluate our proposed method, we compared it with two
existing methods: “None” and “Area-based”. “None” means
using a complete graph of events as an initial graph of the

TABLE III
AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME AND EDGES (PER DAY)

Method Processing time (sec) Edges
Pruning PCalg. #Input #Output

None 0 609.6 88,622.1 66.3
Area-based 0 191.5 25,248.8 64.2

Multi-Layered 3.4 157.1 18,455.1 60.8
L2 0.5 276.9 31,269.0 58.6
L3 0.5 263.5 29,297.0 58.6

L2-Layered 3.0 121.5 15,352.2 61.7
L3-Layered 3.3 99.6 10,181.1 61.1

All-Independent 0.4 65.4 5,776.6 62.7
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PC algorithm. “Area-based” is an existing method [9]. The
method divides devices into eight areas corresponding to a sub
network with one core router. The PC algorithm respectively
estimates one DAG for the data subset of events in devices of
one area. This method is essentially the same as generating
eight independent complete subgraphs corresponding to the
areas as initial graphs.

In addition, we evaluated the effect of using domain knowl-
edge by comparing our proposed method with partial methods.
“Multi-Layered” is the proposed method using all domain
knowledge explained in § III-B. “L2” and “L3” partially use
domain knowledge to generate an initial graph. They do
not distinguish events of different layers but consider device
connectivity. They prune edges between events appearing in
two different devices that do not have L2 (or L3) connectivity.
“L2-Layered” and “L3-Layered” basically follow the same
rules as Multi-Layered, but only use L2 (or L3) connectivity as
domain knowledge. For example, the L2-Layered method will
prune edges between L3 events appearing in devices that have
L3 connectivity. “All-Independent” prunes all edges between
events appearing in different devices.

We used an Ubuntu 16.04 server (x86 64) equipped with
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4110 (2.10 GHz) and 64 GB of
memory throughout the experiments. The PC algorithm in
this experiment works in a single thread, which means the
processing time corresponds to its CPU cost. The experimental
code is available as part of an open source project [6].

B. Processing time and pruning

We first demonstrate that our method largely decreased the
processing time. Table III shows the average processing time
for one day of data. “Pruning” represents the processing time
for pruning edges in the initial graph. “PCalg.” means the



processing time for DAG estimation with the PC algorithm.
We can see that the processing time for pruning edges was
small enough compared with that for DAG estimation. Without
any pruning methods (None), the PC algorithm required about
600 seconds for the one day of data. Our proposed method
(Multi-Layered) enabled the PC algorithm to estimate DAG
for the one day of data in 160 seconds, decreasing processing
time by 74%. In addition, the proposed method required
less processing time than the existing Area-based method,
corresponding to 16% reduction.

Next, we show that edge pruning did not affect the de-
tectability of causal edges. Table III lists the average number
of edges in DAGs. “#Input” is the number of edges in the
initial graph of the PC algorithm (i.e., the input of the PC algo-
rithm), and “#Output” shows the number of edges in estimated
DAGs (i.e., the output of PC algorithm). The table shows that
the number of output edges was stable and independent from
that of input edges. This means that edge pruning did not affect
the detectability of causal edges but changed the combinations
of detected event pairs as causal edges. We also find that
the processing time for DAG estimation approximately had
a linear relation with the number of input edges (as presented
in Figure 3). The relation follows the theory of computational
complexity in the best case, as mentioned in § II-C. This
means that the causal structure in our dataset was sparse
enough to avoid the computational combinatorial explosion of
conditional independence candidates. If a more complicated
dataset were used, the difference in processing time between
the pruning methods could be much larger than this result.

We take a detailed look at the pruning step to demonstrate
that our method decreased the number of edges uninteresting
to operators. Figure 4 shows the number of edges before and
after pruning for the respective one day of data with two
methods, Area-based and Multi-Layered. The baseline in the
figure shows the results without pruning. The additional lines
are power functions approximated to the data groups. The
figure shows that the Multi-Layered method decreased a higher
number of edges than the Area-based method, especially
for the days with fewer edge candidates. When a network
has no trouble or anomalous behavior for a day, devices in
the network emit only regular events.The regular events can
form spurious correlations, but they are not always removed
with causal inference because of unobserved covariate events
like configurations. The Multi-Layered method prunes edges
among the regular events in different devices because most of
the regular events belong to “System” and “Mgmt” groups
(i.e., no correspondence to topology layers). In contrast,
the Area-based method cannot prune edges between regular
events. That is why the two methods have a large difference in
terms of days with fewer edge candidates. This also matches
the network operators’ interests in abnormal network events
rather than regular events.

C. Detected causal edges

Next, we break down the detected edges detected to show
the changes made by pruning methods in detail. Table IV

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF DETECTED EDGES

Method Directed edges All edges
(Diff. device) (Diff. device)

None 4,760 (15.8%) 2,919 (9.7%) 30,174 11,505 (38.1%)
Area-based 4,330 (14.8%) 2,269 (7.8%) 29,195 8,089 (27.7%)

Multi-layered 1,742 ( 6.3%) 62 (0.2%) 27,668 241 ( 0.8%)
L2 2,371 ( 8.9%) 675 (2.5%) 26,656 2,801 (10.5%)
L3 2,032 ( 7.6%) 269 (1.0%) 26,683 1,581 ( 5.9%)

L2-Layered 1,779 ( 6.3%) 41 (0.1%) 28,056 168 ( 0.6%)
L3-Layered 1,757 ( 6.3%) 26 (0.1%) 27,787 98 ( 0.4%)

All-Independent 1,848 ( 6.5%) 0 (0 %) 28,548 0 ( 0 %)

TABLE V
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DETECTED EDGES

Type #Nodes #Ends of edges
None Area ML

System 49,005 24,577 23,033 22,662
Network 10,585 1,402 1,391 1,355
Interface 13,562 1,943 2,062 2,134
Service 7,697 742 435 314
Mgmt 81,628 29,379 27,911 26,332

Monitor 2,467 267 305 304
VPN 4,538 97 1,171 155

Rt-EGP 4,738 1,923 2,063 2,063
Rt-IGP 870 18 19 17
Total 175,090 60,348 58,390 55,336

shows the number of directed edges determined by the PC
algorithm. We show causal edges with determined directions
as “Directed edges” in this table, as the PC algorithm does
not always determine the directions of edges (mentioned in
§ II-A2). “Diff. device” indicates causal edges between events
appearing in different devices. We can see that the pruning-
based methods, except for the Area-based method, determined
fewer directed edges and edges spanning to different devices.
In fact, the determined directions of edges largely depend
on the results of conditional independence tests. Without
domain knowledge, the directions are determined by false
candidates of conditional independence that violate the domain
knowledge, which means that the directions include false
information. The directions determined in aggressive pruning
methods are more reliable than those with existing methods.

We highlight event types (defined in § IV-A) of detected
edges shown in Table V. “Nodes” means the total number
of events in the respective one day of data, and “Ends
of edges” represents the number of end nodes of detected
causal edges (causal edges cannot be directly classified with
event types because edges can connect two different types of
events. The total number of “Ends of edges” is equivalent to
double the number of detected edges). Overall, System and
Mgmt events formed a large number of causal edges. These
types included events triggered by the activities of operators,
like remote login, authorization, and user interfaces. These
events repeatedly appeared for each action taken by operators,
resulting in many self-evident causal edges being detected. We
can also see that Rt-EGP events had more causal edges than
others. Routing events like BGP follow multiple procedures
with communication among different devices. These events are
observed in logs as a set of repeated correlated events, which



TABLE VI
DETECTABILITY OF CAUSAL EDGES RELATED TO REPORTED TROUBLE

TICKETS

Method Ticket coverage
(Diff. device)

None 101 (49.3%) 7 (3.4%)
Area-based 112 (54.6%) 8 (3.9%)

Multi-Layered 113 (55.1%) 5 (2.4%)
L2 111 (54.1%) 7 (3.4%)
L3 112 (54.6%) 4 (2.0%)

L2-Layered 125 (61.0%) 3 (1.5%)
L3-Layered 114 (55.6%) 2 (1.0%)

All-Independent 129 (63.0%) 0 (0 %)

is easily detected as causality with statistical approaches.
We demonstrate that our method overcame a problem with

the Area-based method. We can see that the Area-based
method detected many causal edges related to VPN events. In
SINET4, VPN is mainly used for the connections between core
routers or to external networks. Some of the state changes of
these connections trigger the same network events in multiple
core routers at the same time. Causal edge candidates among
these events are usually removed by the PC algorithm because
they are conditionally independent. However, the Area-based
method cannot consider the connectivity among core routers,
because areas are defined as a core router and its child nodes.
In that case, the causal edges of a VPN within a core router
cannot be removed because they have conditional indepen-
dence by other covariate events across area borders. Thus,
the VPN edges consists of false positive edges caused by the
Area-based method. The false positive edges are successfully
removed with the Multi-Layered method because it considers
the area borders in network topologies.

D. Trouble tickets

To evaluate the effectiveness of the detected causal infor-
mation for practical network troubleshooting, we matched the
detected causal edges with trouble tickets recorded by SINET4
network operators. Table VI shows the detectability of the
causal edges related to the tickets. Ticket coverage is the
number of tickets for which the PC algorithm detected at
least one related causal edge. For this aggregation, we focused
on edges for which both ends were related to a ticket 1. As
mentioned in § IV, we used 205 tickets in this evaluation.

In Table VI, we see that the coverage was larger for methods
pruning more edge candidates (see also Table III). As shown
in Table III, the number of estimated causal edges was stable
and independent from the number of edge candidates in the
initial graph. As the pruning methods remove edges between
events in different devices, the proportion of edges closed off

1We also measured ticket coverage for edges with only one end related to
a ticket. However, these edges did not provide meaningful information for
the trouble recorded in the tickets. They mainly indicated other behaviors
appearing on the same day. For example, for network trouble recorded in a
ticket appearing in the morning of a day and another anomalous behavior
appearing in the evening of the day, if these two behaviors trigger a common
log event, a causal edge related to the latter behavior is also regarded as a
one-sided related edge of the former behavior because our proposed method
estimates one DAG for one day of data.

in an identical device was larger after pruning. In addition,
most of the causal relations related to anomalous behavior
should be closed off in an identical device because the system
workflow in a device is much more complicated than that of
communications among different devices. Therefore, the ticket
coverage was large with the methods focusing on edges closed
off in an identical device compared with methods considering
edges between different devices. That is why more aggressive
pruning methods were scored with a larger ticket coverage.

However, the aggressive methods detected fewer causal
edges between events spanning to different devices. This can
be confirmed in Table VI, as the table also shows the ticket
coverage values only for edges between events appearing
from different devices in the “Diff. device” column. Network
operators are usually interested in behaviors communicated via
networks rather than behavior closed off in a device because,
in many cases, their task is not debugging network devices but
debugging network structures and configurations for them.

Through our detailed comparison with the Area-based
method in terms of the ticket coverage of edges spanning
different devices, we find that our proposed method detected
tickets with valuable causal edges for troubleshooting, remov-
ing negligible information. We first take a detailed look at
the five tickets detected by “Diff. device” edges with the
Multi-Layered method. Three of the tickets were detected
by extracting the causal edges of “Interface” events. The
causal edges for these tickets showed that a couple of the
connected layer-2 devices had synchronized events of network
port errors and recovery from them. These three tickets were
also detected with the L2-Layered method but not with the
L3-Layered method because the causal edges were among
different devices with Layer-2 connectivity. The two other
tickets were detected by extracting the causal edges of the
following Layer-3-function events: BGP failures in external
ASes and VPN connection errors between a core router and an
external gateway. These tickets were also detected with the L3-
Layered method but not with the L2-Layered method. Thus,
it is important to consider the two different layer topologies
in order to detect these five tickets with our proposed method.

Next, we focus on the difference in ticket coverage with the
two methods. There were four tickets commonly detected with
both methods. The Area-based method detected four exclusive
tickets, and the Multi-Layered method detected one exclusive
ticket. The four exclusive tickets detected by the Area-based
method were detected with causal edges related to “Monitor”
events like SNMP traps. These edges were not detected with
our proposed method because we do not map “Monitor” events
to any functional layers with network topologies (shown in
Table II). The Multi-Layered method cannot detect any edges
between functionally unmapped events appearing in different
devices. In fact, monitoring events do not follow network
topologies in our experience because monitoring is one of the
services premised on available network connectivity (i.e., L2
and L3 functions). In addition, causal edges of monitoring
events are not important for troubleshooting in many cases
because the activity of monitoring usually does not affect



network connectivity or performance. In contrast, the one
exclusive ticket detected by the Multi-Layered method was
detected with a causal edge between “Interface” events. The
ticket regarded a system failure of a Layer-2 switch, and the
detected edge indicated a failed connection to a device from
an adjacent Layer-2 switch. This is useful information for
network troubleshooting, explaining the behavior of trouble
spreading.

In summary, our method detected five tickets with cross-
device edges valuable for troubleshooting and removed neg-
ligible edges, corresponding to four tickets detected with the
Area-based method, on the basis of domain knowledge on
layered protocols.

VI. DISCUSSION

As shown in Table III, our method decreased processing
time by 74% with the PC algorithm. To improve efficiency,
introducing parallel processing is a straight-forward idea. In
fact, in some studies [16], [17], methods are proposed for
calculating the PC algorithm in parallel. They are usable with
our proposed method at the same time because they do not
need a complete initial graph. Therefore, our proposed method
enables more efficient causal analysis than the existing method
and will be more efficient through collaboration with the
parallel PC algorithms.

Our proposed method can be combined with other reasoning
approaches than the PC algorithm like regression-based meth-
ods [18] because in some aspects they are pruning edges of
spurious correlation. In contrast, quantitative causal analysis
methods like ICA-based LiNGAM [19] are not available with
our approach, because their strategy is close to optimization
rather than pruning.

In addition, our proposed method is flexible with practical
networks. The Area-based or Topology-only methods are not
effective in a full-mesh network like SINET5 [20]. In contrast,
the Multi-Layered method can decrease the number of edge
candidates on the basis of domain knowledge of protocol
layers in a full-mesh network. We believe that the method
works effectively in other networks with different topologies.

According to Table IV, our proposed method determines
fewer of the directions of causal edges. External information
would help improve this issue with the directions of causal
edges. For example, Lou et al. [21] use timestamps to deter-
mine dependency directions, though log timestamps are not
always reliable due to synchronization failure, communication
delay, and logging time lag.

VII. RELATED WORKS

In past literature, root cause analysis of network logs was
tackled by using various approaches. These approaches can
be classified into three groups: rule-based, learning-based, and
relation mining approach.

Rule-based approaches are based on domain knowledge and
heuristics, which comes from past analysis and operators’
experience. Lou et al. [21] estimated event dependency in
Hadoop logs with heuristic-based rules of timestamps and

message variables. Tak et al. [22] determined the dependency
of events in cloud logs by using a heuristic-based method
with time-series relationships and referred variables. Lu et
al. [23] and Jia et al. [24] analyzed Spark logs with heuristic-
based rules. These methods depend on the heuristics of cloud
systems, which are not available in other network systems.

Learning-based approaches rely on decision tree algorithms.
Decision trees of network events are considered as dependency
graph [25]. Decision trees are generated by Bayesian infer-
ence [26] or Random Forest [27]. This approach requires a
large amount of log data for decision tree learning and are not
effective for unfamiliar or infrequent kinds of trouble.

Relation mining approaches extract relationships among
network events with Pearson correlation [28], [18], association
analysis [29], [30], and transfer entropy [31]. However, these
methods give rise to spurious results, so pruning methods have
also been proposed in some pieces of work to decrease the
number of false positives. A popular approach is inferring
causality (i.e., removing conditional independence) [18], [29].
In contrast, Rodrigo et al. [31] decreased the number of
spurious results on the basis of domain knowledge, e.g., the
topology of an industrial plant.

Our work in this paper is categorized as a relation min-
ing approach. The causal inference approach is resource-
expensive, and domain knowledge is insufficient for decreasing
the number of spurious results. Our key idea is to combine
these two relation mining approaches to incorporate the ad-
vantages of both.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a method of combining causal
inference and domain knowledge in analyzing network logs
for automated troubleshooting. The method prunes false edge
candidates in the initial graph of the PC algorithm by using
network protocols and topology information. For the pruning,
we consider both the layer-2 and layer-3 network topology
along with functional layers of log events. With this method,
we analyzed the log data of a nation-wide educational network
for 15 months. We confirmed that the proposed method
decreased the processing time by 74% compared with a single-
handed causal analysis method (None), which corresponds
to 16% reduction of the processing time compared with an
existing method (Area-based). We also found that the proposed
method can provide valuable information related to large
network trouble recorded in trouble tickets.

The proposed method enables the causal analysis of larger
or more complicated networks like SINET5 [20]. As future
work, we will analyze the log data of other networks to confirm
the generality and effectiveness of causal analysis in network
troubleshooting. In addition, we will explore measures to find
causality among events obtained from other data sources.
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